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Abstract 
Molecular modeling using empirical force field represents very efficient tool in structure 
analysis and in materials design, especially in two cases: (I) The supramolecular syslem is too large 
for quantum chemical calculations, (2) The diffraction analysis fails due to the disorder in 3D 
periodicity of crystal structure. Design of functional nanostructures using molecular modeling in 
Nanotechnology centre VŠB-TU of Ostrava includes three groups of nanomaterials: (I) functional 
nanostructures based on the insertion of guest molecules or ions into a suitable inorganic host matrix; 
(2) nanostructures based on surface modification of suitable host matrix; (3) nanostructures based on
self-organization of polar organic molecules.
ln all these cases the prediction of structure and properties requires the analysis of the host­
guest complementarity, i.e. the mutual relationship between the bonding geometry and charge 
distribution on the hosťmatrix and guest molecules. 
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1. Introduction
The main problem in design of supramolecular systems based on the host-guest interaction is 
the host-guest complementarity, which is characterized by a series offactors describing the presence, 
ordering and distance of active sites on the host structure, the size of guest molecules, the charge 
distribution on the host matrix and guest molecules and mutual relation between the host-guest and 
guest-guest interaction energy. The final supramolecular structure is a result of mutual cooperation of 
all these factors, which can lead to ordered or partially ordered crystal structure and/or to completely 
disordered structures [ l]. Molecular modeling (i.e.optimization of structure and bonding geometry) 
using empirical force field can explore the host-guest complementarity and help in prediction of 
molecular structures and their properties. Empirical force field uses simple analytical expressions to 
describe individua) contributions to bonding energy (bond stretching, bond-"angle bending, torsion 
angle defonnations ... ) and non-bond energy is described by well known expressions describing the 
electrostatic and van der Waals interactions [2]. This approach enables us to solve the structure of 
large molecular systems in reasonable titne with reasonable accuracy. 
lt is evident that the description of the total energy of a molecular syslem by the empirical 
force field is an approximation which requires extremely careful strategy of modeling, where the 
experiment must be an integral part of the structure analysis. ln the mosaic of experimental methods 
the X-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy play the key roles [3] in the modeling strategy 
especially in the building of initial models and setting up fixed and variable structure parameters 
during energy minimization. The modeling strategy based on experimental data has been worked out 
for organo-inorganic hybrid nanostructures prepared by intercalation and/or surface modification of 
inorganic layered host structures by various guests (polar organic molecules, organoammonium 
cations, organic dyes, organometalic complexes, etc.). This strategy includes the force field testing 
and the systematic generation and automatic sorting of initial models combined with molecular 
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